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ABSTRACT

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of meromorphic pseudo-continuations of
bounded type for bounded operator-valued analytic functions in the unit disc are given in terms of the
ranges of the induced Hankel operators. Related factorizations of the functions are obtained.

In [1] Douglas and Helton raised the problem of studying the class of operatorvalued analytic functions in the unit disc D that have meromorphic pseudo-continuations to De = {z | 1 < \z\ < 00} which are of bounded type.
In the scalar case a function in H2 has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of
bounded type in De if and only if it is a non-cyclic vector of the left shift in H2. This
has been proved by Douglas, Shapiro and Shields in [2] as well as by Kriete in [5].
Our generalization connects the meromorphic pseudo-continuation of a bounded
operator-valued function in D with the range of the Hankel operator induced by it.
The main result, stated below, uses concepts defined in the sequel.
THEOREM 1. Let N, M be two separable Hilbert spaces and let A be a B(N, M)valued bounded analytic function in the unit disc. Then A has a meromorphic pseudocontinuation of bounded type in De if and only if the Hankel operator, HA, induced by A is
associated with an inner function having a scalar multiple.

For a separable Hilbert space TV we let L2(N) be the space of all (equivalence
classes) of weakly measurable iV-valued functions on the unit circle which have
square integrable norms. Functions in L2(N) have natural Fourier expansions [4] and
we denote by H2(N) the subspace ofL2(N) of all functions whose Fourier coefficients
vanish for negative indices. B(N, M) will denote the space of all bounded linear
operators from TV to another Hilbert space M. For separable Hilbert spaces N and M
we let H°°(N, M) be the space of all bounded B(N, M)-valued analytic functions in the
unit disc. Elements of H°°(N, M) have strong radial limits a.e. on the unit circle [7].
Elements of H2(N) have analytic extensions into the unit disc from which they can be
recaptured as a.e. radial limits.
A B(N, Af)-valued function H is meromorphic of bounded type in a domain Kif it
can be represented as / / = Gig, where G is a bounded B(N, M)-valued analytic
function in Kand g is a scalar bounded analytic function in V. If H is B(Nt M)-valued
meromorphic of bounded type in De then the radial limits lim H(Relt) exist a.e. in the
strong sense.
A function Q in HCO(N, N) is called rigid if the boundary values Q(eu) are partially
isometric a.e. with a fixed initial space and inner if a.e. Q(e") is unitary.
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An inner function Q in //°°(A^5 N) has a scalar multiple q if there exists a function
0 i in H«>(N, N) such that Q{z) Q^z) = Qx{z) Q(z) = q(z) IN, for all z in the open
unit disc.
We define the right shift S in H\N) letting (Sf)(z) = zf(z) for a l l / i n H2(N).
The adjoint S*, called the left shift, is given by (S*f)(z) = ( / ( z ) - / ( 0 ) ) / z . A subspace of H2(N) will be called right invariant or left invariant according as it is invariant under the right or left shift respectively. Right invariant subspaces will be also
referred to simply as invariant subspaces.
Let R be the unitary map in L\N) given by {Rf){eu) = f{e~if) for all/eL 2 (iV)
and let PH2(M) be the orthogonal projection of L2(M) onto H2(M). Given A in
H°°(N, M), we define HA as the bounded operator from H2(N) into H2(M) given by
HAf = Pn*{M) A(Rf) for a l l / i n H2(N). Now it is easy to check that Range HA is a
left invariant subspace of H2(M), hence H2{M) © Range HA is an invariant subspace
of H2{M) and thus is represented, via the Beurling-Lax theorem, as QH2{M) for
some rigid function Q. We say that S is associated with the Hankel operator HA. In
the case that Q is inner, any other inner function Qx associated with HA differs from Q
by a constant unitary factor from the right.
We shall need the following lemma, from [4; p. 75]. K2(N) denotes the subspace of
2
L (N) of all functions whose non-negative indexed Fourier coefficients vanish.

Let Q e H^N, N) be an inner function. Thenfe H2(N) Q QH\N) if
and only ifQ*feK\N) = L\N) Q H\N). Here (Q*f)(eil) = Q{eu)* f{eil).
LEMMA 1.

The next two lemmas are due to Douglas and Helton [1]. For completeness we
shall include proofs.
LEMMA 2. Let A be a B(N, M)-valued weakly measurable essentially bounded
function on T. Suppose there exists a function <j> ^ 0 in Hx such that <f>A belongs
to HX(N, M); then there exists an inner function q in H00 for which qA is in H^^N, M).
Proof. Let J = {tfj e H00 \ ipA e H^iN, M)}. It is simple to check that J is a unclosed invariant subspace of if00. By a theorem of Srinivasan [4], J = qH™ for an
inner function q in 7/°°.
It follows easily from Lemma 2 that in a representation H = Gig of meromorphic
functions of bounded type in De the denominator can always be taken to be an inner
function in De.
LEMMA 3. Let QeH^iNjN)
be an inner function; then it has a meromorphic
pseudo-continuation of bounded type if and only if it has a scalar multiple.

Proof. Assume Q has a scalar multiple; then it has a scalar inner multiple q. Thus
there exists an Q. in H^iN, N) such that Q(z) Q(z) = Q(z) Q(z) = q(z) IN, for all z in
the open unit disc. In fact necessarily Q. is also an inner function. For z e De we
define Q by Q(z) = gO/z)*" 1 . Thus Q(z) is analytic except at most at the points for
which #(l/z) = 0. Now obviously Q(z - 1 )* and qiz'1) are both bounded and analytic
in De and Q(z) = Q(l/z)*/#(l/z) and thus Q is meromorphic of bounded type. Clearly
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from the definition Q, it follows that
lim Q(Reu) = lim Q I- eu) *"1 = lim Qire11)*'1 = SO?1')*"1
R-1+

R-*l+

\R

/

r-»l-

a.e., the limits taken in the strong sense. But a.e. Q{eit)*~i = Q(e") as Q is inner and
hence Q. is the required pseudo-continuation of Q.
Conversely, assume Q has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type in
De. From the remark following Lemma 2, Q, has a representation

for some inner function # in D c . Clearly q(eil), which is inner in D, is a scalar multiple
of Q.
4. Let A e Hn(N, M)\ then {Range HA}X z> QH2(M) for some inner
function Q in H<X>(M, M) if and only if A — QB for some bounded B(N, M)-valued
analytic function B in De vanishing at infinity. The equality {Range HA}X = QH2(M)
occurs if and only if Q and C, with C(eu) = e~u B(elt)*, have no common non-trivial
right inner factor. In this case Q is uniquely determined up to a constant unitary factor W
on the right and W* on the left for B.
LEMMA

Proof. Assume A has such a representation. For £ e N,
HA(£z") = PHHM) AR(!z") = PHHM)
Since zm Q* QB£ is in K2(M) and Q* K\M) c K2(M), we have by Lemma 1
HA(£z") e H2{M) 0 QH2{M) for all ^ e N and n > 0. Since the functions £z" span
H\N) it follows that Range HA c H\M) Q
QH\M).
Conversely, suppose A is in H™(N, M) and Range HA c= H2(M) 0 QH\M) for
some inner function Q. Let $ e N; then HA $ = A€ and, by Lemma 1, Q* Ag is in
K2(M). Since 2 * Az" $ = zn Q* A£, it follows that Q* A can be extended to a
bounded operator from zK2(N) into K2(M) which intertwines the corresponding
multiplication by z operators. Thus, by a theorem of Lax [6], it is given by multiplication by a bounded B(N, M)-valued analytic function B in Dc. So B = Q* A or
>4 = g £ . Since BzK2(N) c # 2 ( M ) we have £(oo) = 0.
Let K=H\M)
0 QH\M) and let K = H2(M) © QH2(M) where Q(z)= 0(z)*.
Define the map r: # - > iC by (r/)(e") = e"' r g(e'')/(<T'')- It is known [3] that T is
unitary and satisfies rPK = PRr where PK and PR are the orthogonal projections of
H2(M) on # and K respectively. Hence Range HA is dense in K if and only if Range
THA is dense in K. Since we assume Range HA c H2(M) 0 QH2{M) it follows that

HAf=PHHM)A(Rf)=PKA(Rf)

and

hence rHAf = rPKA(Rf) = PRTA(Rf).

Now yj = G.S; hence (iv4(/J/))(e") = «-'"'g(e") Q(e~u) B(e~") f(eif) = D(eu)f(eu)
where DCe1'1) = e~u B(e~u). Thus D e H^iN, M) and the problem reduces to the
density of the range of the operator TD\ H2{N)-*K
defined by r I ) / = P J C Z ) /
Now the range of 1^, is not dense in K if and only if, for some non-zero
Fin K, (F, PR Dz" 0 = (F, Dx" 0 = 0 for all n ^ 0 and £ in JV. Since (F, Qz" 0 = 0
for all n ^ 0 and £ in M, F is orthogonal to span of the ranges of Q and D which is given
by SH2(N) for the greatest common non-trivial left inner factor S of D and Q. Thus
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F D has dense range if and only if D, Q have no non-trivial common left inner factor, or
D, Q have no non-trivial common right inner factor. But
D(eu) = e-[t B(eu)* = C{eil).
Since two inner functions corresponding to the same invariant subspace can differ
at most by a constant unitary factor on the right the uniqueness part follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose first that with the Hankel operator HA is associated
an inner function Q having a scalar multiple. By Lemma 4 we have A = QB with B
bounded analytic in De and vanishing at oo. Let Q, be the peusdo-continuation of Q
which is, by Lemma 3, meromorphic of bounded type in De. So if we let A = @B
then A is meromorphic of bounded type in De. Moreover since Q and B have
boundary values a.e. on T so has A and a.e.
A(e") = Q(e!t) B{eh) = Q(e") B(eif) = A(e").
Thus A is the required pseudo-continuation.
Conversely assume A e H^iN, M) has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of
bounded type A. Thus A{z) = B(z)/b(z) with B bounded B(N, M)-valued analytic in
De. By Lemma 2 we may assume b is inner in Dc. Without loss of generality we may
assume 2?(oo) = 0. Since boundary values exist in the strong sense, we have, for each
ieN, A(e{t)$ = B(eu) i/b^') a.e. Let b^e") =W1)', then bt is inner in D and
clearly, for all n > 0, bx(elt) A{eil) e~int = e~int B(eu) £ e K2(M). Hence it follows
that Range HA <= H2(M) 0 bt H2(M) for the scalar inner function by. Since
bv H2(M) is an invariant subspace of full range [4; p. 70] so is Range HA and is given
therefore by an inner function Q. Since QH2{M) => b± H2(M), bx is a scalar multiple
of Q. This completes the proof.
We wish to add that if N is finite-dimensional, any inner function Q in HCO(N, N)
has a scalar multiple [4].
COROLLARY 1. Let Ae H^iN, M). Then A has a factorization A = QB with Q
inner in HCO{M, M) having a scalar multiple and B analytic in Dc vanishing at infinity if
and only if A = Bt Qx with <2i inner in H^iN, N) having a scalar multiple and By
analytic in De and vanishing at infinity.

Proof. Assume A = QB with Q and B as above. By Theorem 1, A has a meromorphic psuedo-continuation of bounded type in De. Let A(z) = A(z)*. It is clear
that A e H°°(M, N) and has also a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded
type in De; in fact A(z) = A(z). Thus, again by Theorem 1, A = Q t B^ for some
Qi, -§i as above. It follows that A = Bx Qt as required.
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